Masonal Stone Inc.

N AT U R A L S TO N E S O L U T I O N S
1-866-786-6308 www.masonalstone.com

Masonal Thin Stone is:
Affordable – Comparable in price to artificial stone • Durable – Real stone that can be rocked and shaped
Endless Variety of natural stone colours and shapes to choose from • Local – Quarried and cut in Ontario
Maintenance Free – Does not deteriorate like cultured or artificial stone

The History of
Masonal Stone

Rustic Rubble

Sapphire Blue Granite

Alvin Kuepfer, the creator of Masonal
Stone, started 25 years ago with a belief that people still admire the artisan
skills of masonry and the beauty of
natural stones for modern buildings.
Growing up surrounded by skilled
Mennonite artisans he quickly honed
his art craft, grew his own business,
and started cutting natural stones
to enhance his intricate projects. The
fabrication shop now produces some
of the most complex stone accessories in the building industry. From
precast refractories, carved detail edging in stone columns, window and door
accents, to popular thin natural stone
veneers, the shop keeps busy all year
round. Masonal Stone has recently
invested in growing thin stone veneer
products to bring affordable natural
stones into any part of your home.
For people who love the feel and
beauty of real stone, it is the perfect
design solution.

Ledgestone Collection
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/LedgestoneCollection/

Modern Ledgestone

Rosemount Ledgestone

Our Ledgestone Collection is a mosaic of texture, colour
and shade highlighting the creative artistry of a master
craftsmen. The random patterns of thinly sliced stones
takes much time and skill to lay, but the overall impression is breathtaking. You never tire of gazing at this art
form hanging on the most visible parts of your home. All
the types of Ledgestone combinations offered by Masonal
Stone can effortlessly blend with any colour palettes.
Olde Rustic Ledgestone
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Rosemount Ledgestone

Oxford Ledgestone

Rustic Wilderness
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/RusticWilderness/

Olde English Blend

Tiger Buff

Our Rustic Wilderness Collection includes a great variety of colours and textures of natural edged stones
laid in gentle flowing lines by skilled masons. The
mostly rectangular stones are reminiscent of old traditional stone buildings where masons split and shaped
each piece to fit angular lines. The natural bed layers visible in the stones highlight the footprint of time
and gravity as sediment turned to rock.
Guelph Buff

Tiger Buff

Provincial Grey

Guelph Buff

Olde English Blend

Brown

Rustic Rubble
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/RusticRubble/

Olde Quebec

Rustic Rubble Collections have one thing in common,
they combine different shapes, sizes, and colours of
stone into an artisans collage. With the right mason,
or artist, each wall or fireplace transforms into a work
of fine art. These collections convey moods and tones
that enhance other handmade craftsmanship details
both inside and outdoors.
Montreal

Rustic Rubble Buff

Rustic Rubble Charcoal

Montreal

Olde Quebec

Elora

Valley Estate
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/ValleyEstate/

Our Valley Estate Collection blends the beauty of
natural stone with the sophistication of crisp detailed
lines. Stones are cut to specific combinations allowing masons to tighten joints, lay patterns, and convey
an elegance in fine detail. Masons can also shape
the natural stone to create depth, add shadows and
contours – to give the wall life.
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Signature Blend
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/SignatureBlend/

Our Signature Blend Collection allows us to create
contemporary masonry combinations that have never
before existed. We take stones from all parts of North
America and combine them to produce exciting new
styles blending colour, texture, and form. Over the
years, these collections have emerged from estate
homes wanting “something different”. These blends
appeal to designers for their variety of colour and ease
to blend with other materials.
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Granite Collection
www.masonalstone.com/gallery/GraniteCollection/

Fieldstone Granite

Muskoka Grey Ashlar

Our new Granite Collection has emerged from many
requests by designers and architects. The ageless
attraction of our Ontario granites inspire new colour palettes for visitors to our Canadian Shield. Our
granites range in colours and styles from subtle greys
and blues to the more traditional black and pink. Our
ashlars come hand rocked in precut combinations to
simplify installation.
Sapphire Blue Granite

Fieldstone

Glacier Blue Ashlar

Muskoka Ashlar

Muskoka Grey Ashlar
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